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Responsible for making competitive resources available,
GENCI is working to facilitate the use
of high performance computing (HPC) for the benefit
of French scientific communities.

GENCI
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A CIVIL SOCIETY UNDER
FRENCH LAW
(CREATED IN 2007)

NATIONAL COMPUTING
CENTERS
(CINES, IDRIS, TGCC)

SUPERCOMPUTERS
(OCCIGEN, ADA, TURING, CURIE)
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5.6

30

SHAREHOLDERS
(MENESR, CEA, CNRS, CPU, INRIA)

PETAFLOP/S IN 2016
(A YEARLY INCREASE BY 2)
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ANNUAL BUDGET AMOUNT
(IN MILLION EUROS)

© CEA/CADAM

© Idris

© Cines

GENCI’s 4 supercomputers (from left to right) : Occigen at Cines (2.1 Pflops), Ada and Turing at Idris (1.5 Pflops), Curie at TGCC (2 Pflops).
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HPC guided tour
Numerical simulation helps virtually represent,
on a computer and with a specific code,
an object, a phenomenon or a whole system
for studying their functioning or their
properties. The more complex they are,
the more performing computers are needed.
The most performing ones are called
supercomputers. And running numerical
simulations on a supercomputer means
high performance computing. Today,
the most powerful supercomputers
are able to perform several million billion
operations per second.
Numerical simulation and HPC are useful
in our everyday life, for example for weather
forecast.

EXAFLOP/S
(2022)
1 billion billion
operations per second
WE
ARE
HERE

PETAFLOP/S (2008)
1 million billion
operations per second
Like reading 1 billion books per second

TERAFLOP/S (1997)
1 ,000 billion operations per second

GIGAFLOP/S (1985)
1 billion operations per second
Capacity of a current merchant PC (around 40 gigaflop/s)

MEGAFLOP/S (1964)
1 million operationsper second

Once the formalities to
get access allowance have
been carried out (a computing
center is a protected
enclosure), let’s enter the
building.
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A computing center is composed of computing rooms,
workspaces for support and maintenance teams,
transit offices, training rooms and, as in any installation,
different technical facilities, often underground,
for all the equipments that are necessary
to its well-functioning (water, electricity, air cooling,
long distance connection network...).

© CEA/Philippe Stroppa

A supercomputer is always operated in a
computing center for benefiting from the best
technical and technological environment
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The supercomputer is installed
in the “computing-room”.
And, truly speaking, nobody comes
in unless the maintenance teams
when an intervention is needed.

A supercomputer is a very big computer,
composed of an assembling of cabinets,
also called racks. Each rack contains many
vertical rows of servers constituted of
compute nodes.
© CEA

A compute node is a cluster
of processors, each containing
several computing cores.
All the computing nodes
are interlinked by high-speed
networks.

© CEA
© CNRS Photothèque/Cyril Frésillon

© Cines

There are three types of computing
nodes: fat nodes offering many cores
and memory, hybrid nodes integrating
graphics processors (computing
accelerators) and thin nodes that are
the most common.

© CEA

Like in a classic computer,
all the components of a
supercomputer are kept at
constant temperature by a
ventilation system, doubled
with a cooling process.

The researchers remotely access to the supercomputer,
from their laboratory, through a secure connection for running
their calculations or process the data produced by their
simulations. Here the data of the DEUS team for simulating the
evolution of the structuration of the whole observable Universe.

Another room, or sometimes the same, hosts the data management
systems. These data are stored, in a first step, on hard drives
that are comparable to those equipping merchant computers.
The “oldest” data are kept on magnetic tapes in a fully-automated
storage. Fresh or older, all the data stored can be recovered and used,
at any time, by researchers.

A supercomputer is operational 24 hour/ 7 days.
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A year rich
in results.
BY CATHERINE RIVIÈRE,
CEO of GENCI

In 2015, as in previous years, GENCI had continued to give French scientists access to performing and competitive computing resources and, with
the Equip@meso project and the HPC for SMEs
Initiative, to help players of the regional, academic
as well as industrial, ecosystem taking advantage
of high performance computing.

© Bull/Nigel Dickinson

At the national level, the computing power has thus
grown from 20 teraflops in 2007 to nearly 6 petaflops end 2015, meaning an increase of a factor 2
in average each year. If it allowed French research
teams to achieve high-level results, as highlighted
with the examples presented in this document (see

Our computing power
increases of a factor 2
in average each year allowing
French research teams
to achieve high-level results.
p. 18 and following), demand remains more important than given opportunities (see p. 6 and following). Despite this limitation, GENCI has been able
to make tailored answers to the needs of some scientific communities, as Jean-Louis Dufresne, deputy director of the Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace,
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FOREWORD, CATHERINE RIVIÈRE

1%

49%

Inria

10%

Universities
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des Présidents
d’Université)

20%

CNRS
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PARTNERS

State (Ministère
de l’Éducation
Nationale, de
l’Enseignement
Supérieur et de
la Recherche)

Tier0
European
Centres
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National Centres

AS OF 12/31/2015
Tier2
Regional Centres / Universities

20%
CEA

main French contributor to the international climate change studies, rejoiced (see p. 9).

able marine energies (see p. 13). On the basis of
this proof of concept, the HPC for SMEs Initiative is
now in an industrialisation phase, in the context of
a funding from the programme des Investissements
d’Avenir (see p. 12).

GENCI has also fulfilled the French commitment
within PRACE that consisted in making available
a world-class supercomputer over 2010-2015 for a
cost of €100 million. And we got a winning return!
Both academic and industrial French users are
today the first beneficiaries in number of projects
of the PRACE resources. The science they produce
is just as remarkable as shown with the example of
the French company Renault which won five years
in the development of an advanced model of crashtest (see p. 15).

A collective dynamic has been
created, concretised today
by a structuration, unique
in Europe, of the HPC ecosystem.

Furthermore, the impetus created by Equip@meso
never faltered, as the different partners of the project underlined (see p. 10). Very often, they facilitate the first contact of users with HPC, giving
them the opportunity to later access to the national
resources of GENCI and finally to the European
resources of PRACE. This role of springboard is
paramount for the development of HPC in France.

That is how a collective dynamic has been created, concretised today by a structuration, which
is unique in Europe, of the HPC ecosystem. It is
based on the national policy led with our partners
(see p. 16) and the three national computing centers - Cines, Idris et TGCC (see p. 8), integrated in a
European dynamic around PRACE and relayed into
the region by the Equip@meso partners.

Last but not least, with the HPC for SMEs initiative
carried out with Bpifrance and Inria, in link with the
Equip@meso partners, we have demonstrated that
the use of numerical simulation and even HPC could
give a decisive advantage to SMEs that make up a
critical mass of the French industrial fabric. It is, for
instance, the case of Open Ocean that increased its
market share in the competitive sector of renew-

All these successes give us confidence in our objective of facilitating the use of HPC for the benefit
of the French national competitiveness. This is all
the meaning of the results presented in this document… Enjoy your reading!
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Highlights of 2015
5 MAY

12 JANUARY
Grand opening
of GENCI’s
supercomputer
Occigen to the French
scientific community.

24 MARCH

1st application in the field of numerical technologies of the process
“Early school-leavers - Procurement policy” carried out by the French
ministère de l’Education nationale: In the context of the contract
concluded with GENCI for acquiring Occigen, Bull has recruited, for
10 weeks, in its production site in Angers, two early school-leavers. At
the end of their internship, they reintegrated a professional curriculum.

End of Phase I of Pre-Commercial Procurement
(PCP), in which GENCI is involved.
The PCP has been launched by PRACE end
of 2013 on request of the European Commission
for defining technological and groundbreaking
solutions in terms of energy effectiveness.
http://genci.fr/en/prace-pcp-end-phaseI

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

23 APRIL
5th anniversary of PRACE.

21 JANUARY
Award ceremony of the 2014 Bull
Fourier prize supported by GENCI.
http://genci.fr/fr/Bull-Fourier-2014

26-28 MAY
GENCI at the PRACEdays in Dublin (Ireland).

2015 seen by
the national
computing centers

Cines/FROM JADE TO OCCIGEN
After Jade’s shut down end 2014, the opening of
Occigen (pronounced oxygen) at the beginning of
2015 brought « fresh air » to French scientists. This
supercomputer, recently acquired by GENCI, gave
the opportunity to award 363 million core hours in
2015. With a monthly-average loading exceeding,
for certain months, 96% and constantly superior
to 80% since March,
its success highlights
a real need of HPC
performing resources.
The training sessions
and support organised
by Cines’ teams
facilitated the start of
Occigen. Regarding
data, the secure space online of the “data centric”
architecture uses a parallel file system (PDMF),
offering a virtual and quite never-ending space.
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© Cines

The French national computing
resources, acquired and made available
to users by GENCI, are operated in
three centers: the Centre informatique
national de l’enseignement supérieur
(Cines) in Montpellier, the Institut du
développement et des ressources en
informatique scientifique (Idris) of
CNRS in Orsay and the Très Grand
Centre de calcul du CEA (TGCC) in
Bruyères-le-Châtel.
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1 JULY
3 SMEs that had benefitted
from the support of the HPC
for SMEs Initiative are the
winners of the first numerical
simulation trophies, created
by Teratec with the French
magazines L’Usine Nouvelle
and L’Usine Digitale.
http://genci.fr/fr/tropheessimulation-hpc-pme

10 NOVEMBER
Signature of the grant
agreement between
GENCI and Bpifrance
for implementing the
“Local support for SMEs”
program.

12 and 13 OCTOBER

1 and 2 JULY

58th HPC User Forum,
organized by GENCI in Paris.
http://genci.fr/en/hpc-user-forum-en
Online presentations:
https://hpcuserforum.com/presentations.html

GENCI partner of the
2015 Teratec Forum,
organized at the Ecole
Polytechnique
in Palaiseau.

JULY

AUGUST SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

3 NOVEMBER

Modèl

es, data

et algori

thMes

: les nouvel

les fronti

ères du

nuMér

ique

13-15 JULY
GENCI present,
for the first time, at
the ISC’15 conference,
European reference
in HPC, organized in
Frankfurt (Germany).

24 NOVEMBER
GENCI partner of the 40th
anniversary of MICADO,
support structure for industrials
focused on collaborative numerical
engineering for Product Life
Management (PLM).
http://www.simulation-numerique.fr

Publication of the white paper
“Modèles, data et algorithmes : les
nouvelles frontières du numérique”,
realized by Aremus & Associés
with the support of Bpifrance,
16-19 NOVEMBER
GENCI and AMIES about the digital
GENCI present alongside CNRS teams,
transformation of SMEs.
at the SuperComputing 2015 (SC’15)
http://genci.fr/fr/livre-blancinternational conference
numerique-pme
and world reference in HPC,
organized in Austin (USA).

TGCC/NEW TOOLS

Thanks to a very important rejuvenation of Turing’s
computing power end 2014 (by the addition of
32,000 supplementary computing cores) and of
storage facilities (3 PB
added to the first 2 PB),
Idris’ resources have been
greatly strengthened.
Furthermore, Idris
participates in two of
the eight European
Centers of Excellence,
put in place in the HPC field, thus accentuating its
European involvement reflected in its participation
in the PRACE projects since the beginning: EoCoE
(Energy oriented Centre of Excellence for computer
applications) in the field of energy and E-CAM
(An e-infrastructure for software, training and
consultancy in simulation and modelling) in the field
of physical-chemistry and materials.

The amount of data currently
stored at TGCC exceeding 20
PB, a migration towards a new
magnetic stripe technology
twice more capacitive has been
launched in 2015. A data filling
portal for account application
forms has been developed
through a web interface.
And new gateway devices for
connecting users have been set
up. A statistics cluster will help to accurately analyze
the use of TGCC’s resources (memory, interconnect
network, file system…). It is essential for a better
understanding of the behavior of computing codes,
and thus for optimizing the specifications of future
computers. At last, Curie continues to be in great
demand during the calls for projects, at national
(GENCI) and European (PRACE) levels.

© Idris

© CEA/CADAM

Idris/STRENGTHENED CAPACITIES
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Logbook of the year
Overview, by the chairs of GENCI’s subject panels (CT),
of the characteristics of the 556 research projects benefiting
from core hours in 2015.
ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCES CT1

NON-REACTIVE FLUIDS

Évelyne RICHARD

© IPSL

In the field of climate, atmospheric
and oceanic science, the projects
use big programming codes,
mainly developed within the French
community and in constant upgrade.
In 2015, 65 projects have been
selected (compared with 62 in 2014
and 58 in 2013) and the number
of core hours applied for is also
growing continuously. In particular,
between 2015 and 2016, the number
of core hours applied for Curie
doubled during the first project call.
Considering the multiannual nature
of these projects, thematic change
is slow. However, the year 2015 shows
an increased use of coupled codes
ocean-atmosphere. Until then limited
to global climate issues, their use is
extended through the regional levels
and allows to open new scientific
questions about ocean-atmosphere
feedbacks.

CT2a

Éric LAMBALLAIS

This field concerns aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, thermal
transfers (natural or forced convection), aeroacoustics, spinning
and/or stratified fluids. The number of projects is stable (67)
but supplementary requests have increased, especially as part
of a particular process called “along the way” (27 applications).
In 2015, some projects led by young research teams have been
selected due to their maturity in the use of computing resources,
already producing intensive data in flow patterns of which
geometric complexity is close to an industrial configuration.
This evolution towards more physical realism is a general trend,
thanks to the increase of the number of degrees of freedom
of performed problems, permitted by the new computing
resources made available by GENCI. Even if a significant number
of projects work with big federative codes, the numerical
methods remain various, due to the recent progress of high
definition approaches adapted to massively parallel computing.

BIOLOGY AND HEALTH

CT3

Marc THIRIET

In 2015, the research themes were related to the processing of the mass
of data produced in genomics and in marine ecology, the optimisation
of therapeutics (conception of new techniques and minimisation of
doses of radiation), the study of biological process at a nanoscale level
(dynamics and molecular interactions ; genomics, transcriptomics and
proteomics ; immunology and cell signalling) and at a macroscopic scale
(mechanics of blood-flows and of the skeleton ; heart electrophysiology).

REACTIVE AND MULTIPHASIC FLUIDS

CT2b Luc VERVISCH

In 2015, 48 projects have been selected and they are related to the simulation of fluids with chemical reactions
in gaseous (combustion, flames and plasma) or liquid phase (chemical reactors), or even multiphasic with phase
change (liquid fuel injection, formation of clouds). The year was characterized by the emergence of innovative
computing methods, particularly well-fitted with HPC and coming from a mix of complementary approaches.
This allowed notable progress in the simulation of reactant fluidized beds gas-solids, used for example
for producing drugs. The simulation of supersonic jets has also contributed to the progress of the understanding
of the mechanisms at work in the launcher engines. The relevance of all these works is demonstrated by the issue
of results in the best international journals of fluid mechanics, reactive and multiphasic fluids.

GENCI / 2015 Annual report
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ASTROPHYSICS AND GEOPHYSICS

CT4

Édouard AUDIT

In 2015, the number of awarded projects remained stable (69). However,
the number of projects in the field of geophysics still slightly decreased: 25%
geophysics (compared to nearly 40% 3 years ago) and 75% astrophysics.
The volume of applications is very variable, from a few tens of thousands hours
to for the lowest ones to a few tens of millions for the biggest ones.
The number of projects benefitting from financial support is now stable after
a significant decrease in 2014. 24 projects are supported by the French national
agency for research (ANR), 12 received European funding and 15 have other
kinds of funding. All these supports are unevenly distributed, many projects
having different financing sources. Otherwise, 50% projects benefit from
the access to a regional computing center: It often concerns big projects using
widely and in a complementary manner the computing resources they access.

THEORETICAL PHYSICS
AND PLASMA PHYSICS
CT5

Sylvie JACQUEMOT

In these fields, in 2015, the projects
remained of high quality, from a
scientific and technical point of view
and their number (48) was almost
unchanged while the number of core
hours applied for were increasing
continuously (216 million core hours,
+10% compared to 2014 and +76%
compared to 2013). This trend should
be confirmed in 2016, with a 30%
increase of the core hours applied for
during the first project call of the year.
The issues taken into account concern
a very large field, from fundamental
physics to social applications, with
however nearly 90% of hours used
on only two topics: QCD on grid
(quantum chromodynamics) and
magnetic or inertial fusion, showing
the maturity of these fields in terms
of HPC.

MOLECULAR MODELLING
APPLIED TO BIOLOGY
CT7

1.2
billion

CORE HOURS AWARDED
FOR THE FIRST TIME
556 PROJECTS (580 IN 2014)
4% REJECTION (6% IN 2014)

Marc BAADEN

In this field, the principal objective
is the understanding of complex
molecular assemblies: Membrane
systems, structures (virus for instance),
peptide aggregates, proteins with
ligands, DNA et RNA. New issues
are emerging, such as intrinsically
disordered proteins or thermo-stability.
Supercomputers are necessary to
perform such simulations, heavy and
needing often an important sampling.
In 2015, nearly 51 million core hours
have been awarded to 54 projects,
representing a clear increase compared
to 2014. This increase is related in
particular to the opening of Occigen at
the beginning of 2015.

ALL SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITIES
ARE REPRESENTED
AND PROJECTS ARE RENEWED
27% NEW PROJECTS (25% IN 2014)

93%
EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURCES
93% HOURS USED (97 % IN 2014)

COMPUTER SCIENCE, ALGORITHMS
AND MATHEMATICS CT6 Jacques BLUM
20 projects of very good quality have been selected in 2015. They were divided
in two types: parallel algorithms (6) and numerical algorithms (a dozen). The first
ones are related to the resolution of large sparse linear systems, pre-conditioners,
task dependency charts, mesh generation, numerical libraries, load balancing
and scalability of codes. The second ones are generally led by some applications,
for example hydrogeology, interaction fluid-structures, fluid turbulence, inverse
problems in imaging, molecular dynamics... All these projects experiment new
numerical solution algorithms, tailored for parallelism (multi-grids, domain
decomposition, finite elements, finite volumes, particular methods...). Quite
often, they do not apply for many core hours but tend to experiment on various
configurations: the diversity of GENCI’s resources de GENCI is there a very
important plus.

11

39%

16%

STABILITY IN THE NUMBER OF
PROJECTS SUPPORTED
BY ANR OR BY INDUSTRY
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QUANTUM CHEMISTRY
AND MOLECULAR
MODELING CT8

PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY
AND MATERIAL
PROPERTIES CT9

A hundred projects were awarded
in 2015. Their main characteristic is
to solve the equations of quantum
mechanics that drive the movement
of electrons, for applications in very
various fields, such as astrophysics,
chemical reactivity (chemistry,
catalysis, biochemistry…), materials
(structural, electronic, magnetic
aspects for example) but also
more and more interface and
surface issues (solid/liquid or solid/
gas interface, for instance). This
diversity of topics is reflected in a
high number of mid-sized projects
instead of few big projects. This
also means a large variety of codes
and methods.

In 2015, the number de projects remained
stable (around a hundred) but the number
of core ours applied for has heavily
increased. The rate of renewed projects is
also quite stable, with about fifteen projects,
most often due to the integration
of young scientists in the research teams.
The approaches called ab initio remain
the backbone of more than 80% projects.
They concern the development of
computing tools (methods, applications)
performing more and more accurate
calculations or applications taking into
account the experimental complexity with
a growing realism. These projects are still
outstanding, benefiting from a national (IUF,
CNRS awards, ANR projects...) and European
(ERC, PRACE...) acknowledgements and
a remarkable rate of publication (an average
of 4 to 5 issues by project in the best
scientific journals in the world).

Marie-Bernadette LEPETIT

76

605

334

164

Ada

Turing

Occigen

Curie

CORE HOURS REQUESTED BY
SUPERCOMPUTER
(IN MILLION)

>

Demand

Supply

1.5 BILLION CORE HOURS
REQUESTED AND AN AVERAGE
OF NEARLY 3 MILLION
PER PROJECT (COMPARED
WITH 2 MILLION IN 2014
AND 1.7 MILLION IN 2013)

Alain PASTUREL

NEW OR MULTIDISCIPLINARY HPC APPLICATIONS
CT10

STILL A HIGH LEVEL PRESSURE
In spite of extra availabilities,
there was a high level of pressure
on generalist systems such
as Curie and Occigen has been
much sought-after for its first
year of operation

Thierry MASSARD

Five projects have been selected in 2015, with research themes related to highly
multiphysics issues (simulation of a nuclear reactor accident, multi-criteria optimization
of grids for renewable energies, mineralogy of complex planetary systems, conception
of wideband array antennas…). Even if they are but few, these projects present a high
value, that allowed them to receive a relatively high proportion of core hours. All of them
have been achieved as planned and many publications were issued, enhancing GENCI’s
resources.

6

67

103

Quantum chemistry
and molecular modeling (CT8)
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Environment
(CT1)

106

Physics, chemistry
and material properties (CT9)

PROGRESS IN PARALLELIZATION
19% CODES USE MORE
THAN 1,000 COMPUTING CORES
(COMPARED WITH 17% IN 2014
AND 13% IN 2013)

62

New and multidisciplinary
applications (CT10)

Non reactive fluids (CT2a)

DISTRIBUTION
OF THE
AWARDED
PROJECTS

58

Reactive and multiphasic
fluids (CT2b)

17

Biology and health
(CT3)

71

55

Molecular modeling
applied to biology (CT7)

14

Computer science, algorithms
and mathematics (CT6)

12

Astrophysics and geophysics
(CT4)

55

Theoretical physics and plasma
physics (CT5)
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High Performance
Computing is paramount
for climate studies

The research teams from the Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL)
are involved in international projects such as CMIP (Coupled Model
Intercomparison Phase Projects) of which the analysis constitutes an important
part of IPCC’s successive reports (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change). Jean-Louis Dufresne, deputy director of IPSL, talks about the
contribution of High Performance Computing (HPC) to the climate studies.
Why HPC is useful for climate studies?
HPC is not only useful for climate studies, it is paramount!
Because the phenomena involved in Earth’s climate system
are very various and complex. And they occur on timescales
that vary on several orders of magnitude and on space
scales ranging from a few meters to several thousands kilometers.
Thus, for modeling, understanding and measuring climate
changes and the phenomena that drive them, at a global
level as well as the regional ones, the research teams need to
access to highly performing computing resources, capable of
processing more and more accurate models and of achieving
ever more realistic and multiple simulations, with increased
spatial and temporal resolutions. They also need to use a tailor-sized computing environment for manipulating, treating,
transferring and storing data.
What benefits did you get from the national computing
resources?
GENCI and its partners provided us with an essential support
since 2007, not only by giving them access to the national
computing resources but also by specifically addressing our
needs.

JEAN-LOUIS
DUFRESNE

Deputy director of IPSL

tributors in terms of quality and variety of performed simulations while covering a very large thematic area.
At full development, our simulations produced one terabyte
a day of data. At the end, two petabytes of useful data were
produced, including 250 terabytes distributed at the international level. These data are used by hundreds of researchers
in the world, but also by engineering offices and companies.
What are the prospects for 2016 and beyond?
We are going to participate in CMIP6, which will take place
mainly between 2016 and 2018. In this context, GENCI will reserve for us slightly more than 300 million core hours on its
resources that are operated at TGGC and at Idris. Furthermore,
a tailor-sized storage will be set up in 2016 for the 14 petabytes
of useful data that we expect to produce until 2018.
Generally speaking, access to leading-edge computing resources and storage systems will remain a necessary condition for a continuing and significant contribution to climate
research in the coming years.

Between 2009 and 2012, as part of CMIP5 (Coupled Model
Intercomparison Phase Project 5), of which the results were
used as reference during the negotiations at the COP21 in
Paris in last December, GENCI gave us access to a dedicated
HPC equipment. Installed and operated by the teams of the
Très Grand Centre de calcul du CEA (TGGC) in Bruyères-leChâtel (near Paris), this system allowed us to participate in
the exercise in good conditions and to be one of the first con-

1

TERABYTE/
DAY
=
All the storage
capacity of a classic
desktop computer

300

MILLIONS
CORE
HOURS
Computing capacity
of a desktop
computer during
nearly 9,000 years

© CEA

INTERVIEW

ALLOCATION PROCESS OF COMPUTING TIME ON GENCI’S RESOURCES
CALL FOR
PROPOSALS

SCIENTIFIC
EVALUATION

EVALUATION
COMMITTEE

ALLOCATION
COMMITTEE

ALLOCATION

Access to GENCI’s resources is based on a twice yearly call for projects process. This is open to the scientific communities as well as
to industrial researchers working within an academic project, wishing to undertake research work. Each application for core hours must include details
of the hoped results. These are evaluated by the experts of the eleven GENCI’s subject panels (covering all the scientific fields) on the basis
of their scientific quality. In the context of this expertise, the evaluation committee then makes proposals that are finally arbitrated
by the allocation committee. MORE INFORMATION: http://genci.fr/en/content/using-genci-resources
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Equip@meso
A dynamic story
Scientific training and promotion
remained a major asset
of the Equip@meso project
in 2015. Its partners were involved
in a number of key events in France
(Teratec forum), in Europe (ISC’15
in Frankfurt, Germany) and even
in the world (SC’15 in Austin, USA)
for making themselves known
by the main players of the field.

ber 2015 in Paris, with the aim to present ten outstanding projects, from a scientific point of view as
well as representative of the computing resources
operated by the partners of Equip@meso, around
four main themes: biology and molecular modeling,
CFD/climatology, sciences of the Universe and numerical methods.
Different training sessions have been organized during the year, including technical sessions
around a management tool for resources allocation
(SLURM) on May in Strasbourg.
Furthermore, the Maison de la Simulation, the
Groupe calcul and AMIES have realized a web portal,
called FoCal, for collecting all the training sessions
available at the national and regional levels. GENCI
encouraged all the national computing centers and
partners of Equip@meso to publish their training
sessions on this portal: http://formation-calcul.fr

This dynamic was also concretized by the organization of the 4th Equip@meso Scientific Days, on 26
ad 27 November 2015 in Toulouse at Calmip, around
the sciences of the
Universe - following
ab-initio methods in
Lyon (2014), fluids
mechanics in Rouen
(2013) and life sciences in Strasbourg
(2012). A new “MéAll the projects presented
sochallenges”
day
during the “Mésochallenges” day
have been awarded.
was held on 7 Octo© DR

Finally, in the context of the portion “Local support
to SMEs” carried out by GENCI within the “Simulation PME” program (see page 16), different partners of Equip@meso involved themselves to build
the regional platforms aimed to assist, close to the
field, SMEs in their use of numerical simulation.

WINNER OF THE 1ST PROJECT
CALL “ÉQUIPEMENTS
D’EXCELLENCE”
FROM THE “INVESTISSEMENTS
D’AVENIR” IN 2011
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€10,5M BUDGET
OVER 10 YEARS,
INCLUDING €9M INVESTMENT
ON 2011-2013

1 PFLOP/S AVAILABLE

80%

REGIONAL RESOURCES
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EQUIP@MESO

The Equip@meso project seen by its partners
A AIX-MARSEILLE
UNIVERSITÉ - Nicolas FERRÉ
“For Aix-Marseille Université,
Equip@meso has represented
the opportunity to develop a regional
HPC center, that was a missing level
between lab resources and national
and European centers.”

D CRIAAN (ROUEN)
Marie-Sophie CABOT

“Equip@meso brings a context
of scientific promotion and helps
share prospective actions between
regional centers.”

F UNIVERSITÉ JOSEPH
FOURIER DE GRENOBLE
(CIMENT) - Emmanuel CHALJUB

Jean-Christophe SOETENS

“As a regional HPC player, Equip@meso
helped us integrate our dynamic
in a more global objective.”

K
HL
J

H MAISON
DE LA SIMULATION
“Equip@meso has helped us extend
our training actions and coordinate
them at the national level in synergy
with local and European ones.”

J UNIVERSITÉ D’ORLÉANS
Jean-Louis ROUET

“It is important that GENCI continues
to keep the HPC ecosystem alive
and to gather the regional players
of the field for thinking about the evolution
of this research tool.”

M UNIVERSITÉ DE REIMS
CHAMPAGNE-ARDENNE
(Romeo) - Arnaud RENARD
“Promotion, expertise and scientific
excellence: ROMEO is involved in
Equip@meso to the benefit of researchers
and industrials of Champagne-Ardenne,
with an international visibility.”

Laurent PHILIPPE

“To participate as a subscriber
in the project led us to exchange views
about technological evolutions
and topics of computing centers.”

partners including
5 suscribers

D

G UNIVERSITÉ DE LYON
(FLMSN) - Marc BUFFAT
“Equip@meso is a federative project
at the national level that permitted
to develop synergies at the regional
level around computation
and numerical modeling.”

M
N
C E

F
O

I

I UNIVERSITÉ DE
MONTPELLIER 2 (HPC@LR)
Anne COUDERT

G
B

“The participation of the computing
center of the Université de Bourgogne
as a subscriber in Equip@meso gave
us the opportunity to benefit from
the feedback and the dynamics of the
regional centers winners of the Equipex.”

E UNIVERSITÉ
DE FRANCHE-COMTÉ

15

“Equip@meso: A very structuring project
for our local community and useful
to build sustained relationships between
regional centers and with GENCI. In short,
a great investment in the future.”

Michel KERN

C UNIVERSITÉ DE
BOURGOGNE - Olivier POLITANO

2 UNIVERSITÉ
DE BORDEAUX

A

K PSL RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY
Jacques LASKAR

“In 2015, HPC@LR has gained in ground
for its academic and industrial users,
and has prepared the rejuvenation of its
infrastructures, in the context of CPER
2015-2020, always located at Cines
thanks to the support of Equip@meso.”

L UNIVERSITÉ PIERRE
ET MARIE CURIE (ICS)
Pascal FREY

“Equip@meso facilitated a federation
of computing resources at PSL Research
University and a pooling of HPC skills.”

“Thanks to Equip@meso, UPMC has set up
an HPC platform that allows teachersresearchers from Sorbonne Universités and
its industrial partners to tackle scientific
challenges at interfaces of topics.”

N UNIVERSITÉ DE
STRASBOURG - Romaric DAVID

O UNIVERSITÉ
DE TOULOUSE (Calmip)

“Equip@meso helps us extend
our training activities and coordinate
them at the national level in link with local
and European actions. It also has been
a catalyst for recruiting experts
of HPC promotion towards SMEs.”

“Equip@meso: the scientific aspect
of the project allowed to amplify
interactions and exchanges between
research and technical teams
of regional centers.”

15

Boris DINTRANS
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HPC FOR SMEs
An extended ambition
It’s a winning bet for the HPC
for SMEs Initiative! Launched
in 2010 by Bpifrance, GENCI and Inria,
this unique initiative in France was
targeted on facilitating the “switch
to numerical simulation” in order
to assist SMEs in boosting their
competitiveness, creating new jobs
and innovation. After five years
and about thirty SMEs supported,
the HPC for SMEs Initiative has
proven its credential to the point that
the French government has invested
in this approach in order to extend
it through the regions, closer to SMEs.

As a matter of fact, spreading the use of numerical
simulation within small and mid-sized enterprises is
one of the actions undertaken in the “Industrie du
futur” program, 2nd phase of the ‘Nouvelle France
Industrielle’, presented by Emmanuel Macron, the
French ministry of Economie, Industrie et Numérique, on 18 May 2015 in Nantes.
The implementation of this action has been given
to GENCI and Teratec. In the context of their common answer in June 2014 to the Call for Expressions of Interest (CEI) relating to the spread of
numerical simulation (Programme des Investissements d’Avenir), GENCI and Teratec will make available a global offer, both national and regional, with
tailor-made and off-the-shelf solutions.
This program includes promotion ad training activities for industrials and is divided in two portions.
The first (“Sector-specific services”) is carried out
by Teratec and will offer professional consulting
and access to commercial software. The other (“Local support for SMEs”), under the aegis of GENCI,
will extend in the regions the HPC for SMEs Initiative, through the creation of regional platforms,
combining the skills of regional computing centers
and local players in the field of innovation.
Officially launched on 1 October 2015, this new program will be progressively set up during the first
semester 2016.
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HPC FOR SMEs

3 FOUNDERS
BPIFRANCE, GENCI AND INRIA

4

2

ACADEMIC
PARTNERS
CNRS, ÉCOLE
POLYTECHNIQUE,
IFPEN AND ONERA

3 QUESTIONS TO...

TECHNOLOGICAL
PARTNERS
INTEL
AND NVIDIA

“The best solution
for industrialising
our offer, through
reliable and
accessible HPC
resources.”

A tailor-made offer

RENAUD LABORDE

MEETING THE NEEDS OF EACH SME

CEO of Open Ocean

32

What type of support did you receive from the HPC
for SMEs Initiative?
Open Ocean is specialised in online decision-making
solutions for industrial marine activities. In particular,
we market a maintenance management software for tidal
turbines parks, that helps, amongst others, visualize
the marine conditions forecasting, daily realized on the basis
of ocean simulations.

SMEs HAVING SUCCESSFULLY
SWITCHED TO NUMERICAL SIMULATION

By integrating the HPC for SMEs Initiative, our objective
was to find the best solutions for industrializing our offer,
through reliable and accessible HPC resources.
With in mind the idea of improving the quality of our
simulations while also increasing our ability to answer
customer needs.

3

The SME HydrOcean,
winner of the 1st Trophies
of numerical simulation,
received the “Innovation
dans la simulation
numérique” prize (on right,
Erwan Jacquin, its CEO).

What results did you obtain?
The HPC for SMEs Initiative put us in touch with two
partners, Bull (hardware resources) and ActiveEon (software
resources), which had opened to us the European way.

© Teratec

© Teratec

SMEs WINNERS
OF THE 1ST “TROPHIES OF NUMERICAL
SIMULATION”

The SME Danielson
Engineering, winner of
the 1st Trophies of numerical
simulation, obtained the
special mention of the jury
(here, Rui da Silva, head of
calculation).

Thanks to their support, we have been selected by the
Fortissimo project for realizing a cloud version of our tool,
able to define the best places for set up a tidal turbine
and then to calculate, for each of them, the amount of
electricity that could be produced. In parallel, we are
currently benefiting from the support of the SHAPE program
for optimizing our execution process (inputs/outputs,
workflow); this work is carried out by a team at Idris
in Orsay.
What are your development prospects?
The long-term objective is to market a product able
to be performed on all Earth’s oceans and in less than five
minutes. This represents an original offer.

17
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COUNTRIES
MEMBERS OF PRACE
(Partnership for Advanced
Computing in Europe)

PRACE
Winning return

At the end of the first period of PRACE (2010-2015), France
fully benefits from its investment in the European infrastructure
as hosting member. French academics and industrials are the main
users of PRACE, with 18.74% core hours awarded on the basis
of the scientific excellence of the projects, since 2010. As an example,
the French company Renault received the biggest allocation awarded
to an industrial (42 million core hours) and Mounir Tarek, director
of research at CNRS, one of the biggest number of hours given
to an academic (140 million core hours).
Moreover, the French involvement in PRACE also
fosters the creation of international collaborations:
It is the case of 74% French publications presenting
results from PRACE, to be compared to 50% at the
national level. And it allows French users to access a
wide diversity of architectures on world-class computers.

All of these are grounds of satisfaction for GENCI,
which represents France in PRACE and, on behalf
of the State, has invested 100 million euros between
2010 and 2015 for installing and operating Curie.
Alongside la France, Germany, Italy and Spain made
a similar investment in PRACE, giving Europe the
opportunity to compete equally with the US, Japan
and China, who are the main players in the field of
HPC.

Finally, the supercomputer Curie, made available to
PRACE in the context of the French commitment
and of which the generalist architecture answers the
needs of a broad spectrum o scientific fields, is one
of the most sought-after systems of the infrastructure.

6
WORLD LEVEL
SUPERCOMPUTERS,
including Curie operated
by the teams of TGCC
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French scientists and industrials are well represented
in the two consultative committees of the infrastructure, the Scientific Steering Committee (SSC) - that
was chaired in 2015 by Sylvie Joussaume, Director

High added value
services for European researchers

18 Pflop/s

NEARLY 5,500
USERS TRAINED

GLOBALLY AVAILABLE
IN 2015

since 2012 in the PRACE Advanced
Training Centers (PATC), including
more than 500 in the French PATC
coordinated by the Maison
de la Simulation, in link with the three
national computing centers and Inria
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21 SMEs
SUPPORTED

since 2013 by SHAPE
(SME HPC Adoption Programme
in Europe, based on the model
of the HPC for SMEs Initiative)
including 6 French small companies

3 QUESTIONS TO...

the DACIA LODGY
during the frontal crash.

YVES TOURBIER

Optimization and decision support expert –
Groupe Renault

Why did you apply for core hours on PRACE resources?

Between 2013 and 2014, you benefitted from the biggest
allocation ever awarded to an industrial by PRACE. What kind of
studies did you do?

Carried out in collaboration with the French software publisher
ESI and the Ecole des Mines of Saint-Etienne, our research project,
named FMOC (Fast Multi-Physics Optimization of a Car), has three
objectives. Firstly, to test the interest of a big numerical model
of crash-test for dimensioning our project vehicles; secondly, to
validate that theses new, precise but very expensive models were
usable for optimisation studies without increased time; and final,
thirdly, to test combinatorial optimisation methods on this big
model for solving new conception matters.

Thanks to 42 million core hours on GENCI’s supercomputer at TGCC,
we have simulated, for the first time in the world at this scale, the
frontal crash of a vehicle. Of course, we used a vehicle in the Renault
range, the DACIA LODGY. The objective was double: Defining if it was
necessary to more discretise the vehicle and testing the optimisation
methods by increasing the number of parameters.
What results did you achieve?

It meant taking into account numerical models comprising up to
20 million finite elements, 4 times the number we were able to
process on internal resources (more than 30 times costly in CPU).
Only PRACE was able to offer us the necessary amount of core
hours and architectures for performing and validate simulations at
such a scale.

We have highlighted all the benefits the automotive engineering
can gain from this kind of model. It should quickly be used as
standard on our internal computing resources. It also shows the
great interest to get access to PRACE resources for validating,
with a 5-year advance, new numerical methods, that would have
been otherwise impossible to handle.

© PRACE

of research at CNRS and climate scientist - and the
Industrial Advisory Committee (IAC). France has
also very actively contributed to the five successive projects, funded by the European Commission
since 2008 for supporting the operational development of PRACE. Thus France has the 2nd budget in
the PRACE projects, following Germany, which has
coordinated them all. This contribution gave GENCI
and its partners (shareholders and national computing centers) an increased visibility in Europe.

During the international conference SuperComputing 2015,
PRACE was awarded by the “Best HPC Collaboration Between
Academia and Industry” prize, for having opened its computing
resources to industrials. On the image, around Tom Tabor,
CEO of HPCwire, a part of the members of PRACE Board of
Directors (from left to right): Oriol Pineda (BSC), Allison Kennedy
(EPPC, chair of the BoD), Florian Berberich (Jülich) et Stéphane
Requena (GENCI).

The future of PRACE is currently being discussed. A
model to ensure the infrastructure until 2020 should
be defined in 2016.

40
10.3 BILLION
CORE HOURS
awarded since 2010
to 412 projects

FRENCH PEOPLE
INVOLVED IN PRACE
PROJECTS

(preparing exascale)

GENCI COORDINATOR
of the update of the needs
of scientific and industrial
applications

19

(cloud solutions for
industrial applications)

9 FRENCH SMEs
awarded among 33,
since 2013
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© Renaut

“Getting access to PRACE
resources allowed us to
validate, with a 5-year
advance, new numerical
methods.”

2015 SEEN BY
GENCI’S PARTNERS
In the field of materials fur nuclear energy, studies concerned two crystalline
metals, titanium and zirconium, used in
particular in industry (specifically for
nuclear and aeronautics applications).
Despite having many things in common, physicists showed
that these materials responded differently to mechanical
constraints by modeling their behavior, at the atomistic
scale. These results were published in Nature Materials on
August 2015.

Following the publication of the “Livre
Blanc sur le Calcul Intensif au CNRS” in
2012, the CNRS has reinforced its strategy concerning computation and data in
2013-2014. In particular, it has just created
the “Mission Calcul et Données” (MiCaDo)
under the auspices of its Direction Générale and in charge
of implementing a global and consistent policy in the field
of HPC, massive data processing, grids and cloud.
For the CNRS research teams, the use of GENCI’s resources
helped, all along the year, achieve very significant progresses in all fields. We will just discuss one, with a particularly
important impact. In the field of climate sciences, 2015
culminated with the COP21, end of a cycle of international
negotiations but also of the CMIP5 exercise, taken into account by the last IPCC report.

In life sciences, the use of simulation helped a better understanding of the specific properties of the “biological”
water, that is at the interface of proteins and biological
macromolecules and plays a crucial role.
In numerical astrophysics, studies concerned in particular
the formation of stars in the galaxies, a major step in the
history of Universe, and the dynamics of interstellar medium.

Very active all along this process, the CNRS teams have,
with the IPSL model, widely contributed to the international effort for a better understanding of past and future
climate changes and of the quantification of uncertainties.
Additional simulations helped constraint sources of desert
sprays (by assimilating satellite measures) and cloudy process or even quantify the impact on climate of the “greening” of Earth, observed since 30 years. A new cycle of simulations has started with the scheduling of CMIP6 that will
include the most recent developments of the model with an
increased resolution.
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In the field of thermonuclear fusion, important results
were achieved concerning the understanding of certain instabilities. They will be presented during an international
conference in 2016.
Finally, in the field of materials for microelectronics, a
work was carried out on transmission resistances of MOS
transistors that represent a more and more important part
of the global resistance of devices but were, until then,
poorly modeled and still not well understood. The results
achieved will be published in a synthesis paper accepted
for publishing in the Journal of Applied Physics in February
2016 (collaboration CEA and STMicroelectronics).
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2015 SEEN BY GENCI’S PARTNERS

Several Inria research teams
have achieved outstanding
results thanks to GENCI’s
computing resources in 2015.
It concerns applicative research work for which numerical
simulation is paramount as well as HPC computing science
for code scalability with contributions on algorithmic tools
(solvers) or programming methods.

The Conférence des Présidents
d’Université (CPU) is very pleased
with the significant advances that
have been achieved by all teachers/
researchers and scientists from French joint research units
during 2015 and that are presented in this document.

The ECUADOR team, associated to two researchers from
Montpellier 2, to a team from IMFT in Toulouse and with
two engineers from the Lemma company, has continued its
studies on new hybrid models called RANS-LES (ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes, Large Eddy Simulation) for turbulent flows around unprofiled bodies with high Reynolds
numbers.

The results obtained by French research teams highlight
the diversity of the topics studied as well as the dynamic
created by giving them access to the national computing
resources.
This dynamic is also at work within the network of regional
computing centers, as demonstrated with the success of
the “journée Mésochallenges 2015”, in last October where
several outstanding projects in different fields have been
presented. It is a new opportunity, for the CPU, to underline
that the coordination between the different levels of the
HPC ecosystem is an operational reality that it is important to animate and extend. And that is why we wish to
acknowledge the support GENCI brings to the network of
regional centers; a support mainly based on the success of
the “Équipement d’excellence” Equip@meso, that is carried out by GENCI and associates now a dozen centers, plus
many subscribers. This effort needs to be pursued.

In the context of the participation of Inria in PRACE-4IP
project and in link with the activities carried out by the Inria
Project Lab (IPL) C2S@Exa, the Traces code has been ported on the supercomputer Occigen. Used by Andra for characterizing nuclear waste storage facilities, it helps solve
the equations that model the reactive transport of radionuclides in complex geological environments.
The CAGIRE team has realized calculations in the context
of the European program IMPACT-AE aiming to improve
numerical design steps of combustion chambers for aeronautics with the objective of reducing polluting emissions.
In the field of cardiac electrophysiology, the code developed by the CARMEN team, especially in link with IHU
LIRYC, has been ported in 2015 on Curie and Occigen.

Furthermore, with the strong commitment in the European
infrastructure PRACE (that will be continued hopefully in
a second phase) and the deployment of the HPC for SMEs
program for giving industrials access to HPC as a competitive tool, it is a consistent set that is thus successfully put
at the service of the development of scientific knowledge
and innovation.

Finally, Inria has pursued in 2015 its participation in the training sessions organized by the PATC France as well as its
commitment, in the context of a very fruitful collaboration
with Cines, in the PRACE projects.
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MAIN SCIENTIFIC
RESULTS
OF THE YEAR
GENCI/2015
The results highlighted in the following pages were achieved during 2015
using GENCI’s resources.
They represent some of the achievements carried out, in 2015,
by teams that in many cases were interdisciplinary and international.
A further selection of results can be seen on : www.genci.fr

P.23

Turbulence
P.26

Genomics
P.29

Molecular biology
P.32

Theoretical physics
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Climatology

Theoretical chemistry
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Fluid dynamics
P.30

Nuclear physics
P.31

Seismology

Algorithmics

P.33

Electrochemistry
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MAIN SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE YEAR

TURBULENCE

ADA/TURING
9 million core hours

Bumblebee gives wings

Up to 16,000 computing cores
For flying, the bumblebee flaps
its wings a hundred times per
second, waving air around him
and creating vortices. But far
from being handicapping, these
turbulences are “lifting” him and
he has no need of exerting more
energy to stay aloft in turbulent
air flow than in smooth air.
Intensity of the vortices (weak in blue
and strong in magenta) that are created
around a flying bumblebee.

It is the result achieved by Kai
Schneider, researcher at the
Laboratoire de mécanique, modélisation et procédés propres
(Aix Marseille University/CNRS),
and his team. For performing it,
these specialists of fluid/structure interactions have realised a
“numerical wind tunnel” in which
they inserted a model bumblebee at a speed of 2.5 meters per
second. “By using up to 16,000
computing cores, we have shown
that the bumblebee is able to
control its flight and adapt it to
the turbulent conditions in a few
microseconds until the intensity
of vortices becomes too strong”,
Kai Schneider said.
This work is carried out in the
context of an international project involving German (Technical
University of Berlin and University of Rostock) and Japanese

(Chiba University) researchers.
It has been published in Physical Review Letters, the reference
journal of the field, and in Physics, a digital publication for the
general public from the American Physical Society (APS).

Bioinspired technologies
This year, the research team is
facing new challenges: After the
bumblebee, solving the mystery
of the flight of the hawkmoth
before studying fish swimming.
Animal locomotion is a neverending source of examples for
bioinspired technologies.

MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/fluid-mechanics

© Kai Schneider

The elegance of bees and
the heaviness of bumblebees
are often opposed to each other. However, after musicians,
physicists are now deeply concerned about this small leastliked insect. Because the flight
of a bumblebee is seen as a valuable wealth of information for
conceiving the next generations
of micro-drones.
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CLIMATOLOGY

CURIE/ADA
1.3 million core hours

In-depth

Simulation experiments
at the scale of the global
ocean
“The recent evolution of national
computing resources now allows
us running simulation experiments at the scale of the global
ocean with coupled ocean biogeochemical general circulation
models (OBGCM) at eddy-permitting resolution and for multiple decades”, Marion Gehlen,
researcher at CEA, said.
Her work concerns the Southern
Ocean which uptakes alone approximating 40% the total ocean
sink. In Antarctica, the sink has
considerably varied over the
past decades, mainly because
of atmospheric fluctuations. The
strengthening of polar winds favours the upwelling of cold, CO2
rich waters, working against the
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© CEA

Oceans are an important
player in the global carbon cycle. About half of the CO2 released to the atmosphere since
the onset of the industrial era
(anthropogenic CO2) has accumulated in the oceans. The uptake of CO2 is essential to the
equilibrium of Earth’s climate
system. It is modulated by processes occurring at mesoscale,
such as ocean eddies and their
fluctuations. However, given the
very high number of core hours
necessary for simulating the
coupled physical-biogeochemical system at mesoscale, their
study was long limited to idealised configurations in terms of
size and resolution.

Simulation of anthropogenic
CO2 fluxes with the
NEMO/ORCA025-LIM-PISCES model,
average 2000-2010.

uptake of anthropogenic CO2.
The upwelling intensity is in part
counteracted by an increase in
eddy activity of the ocean.

the contribution of mesoscale
processes to the variability of
uptake and transport of anthropogenic CO2.

In 2015, LSCE (a CEA-CNRSUVSQ joint research division)
completed a 65 year long global
simulation at 25 km resolution
with the coupled physical biogeochemical model NEMO-PISCES forced by an atmospheric
reanalysis. Its analysis is ongoing and will allow quantifying

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/climatology
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MORE INFO

MAIN SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE YEAR

THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY

CURIE/ADA/OCCIGEN
79,000 core hours

Inside ice from space
In galaxies, clouds of gas
and dust that constitute what is
called the interstellar medium,
surround stars and planets. In
this environment, assemblies of
molecules in the form of interstellar ice can be found in proficiency and they are suspected
of playing a major role in the formation of matter.

Snapshot of an amorphous water ice of 22 angstroms
(22 tenths of a billion of a meter), including one molecule of CO2 (carbon dioxide)
and one of NH3 (ammoniac).

In link with experimenters from
Marseille (Laboratoire de physique des interactions ioniques
et moléculaires, CNRS/Aix-Marseille Université), the research
team has reproduced the path
of ammoniac and dioxide molecules inside the ice and their
reactivity when they meet. In
presence of water molecules,
this interaction leads to the
formation of ammonium carbamate, precursor of carbamic
acid, which is named the smallest amino-acid.

Going where no one
had gone before
“These achievements result of
a strong collaboration between
experimentation and theory: Not
only numerical simulation helps
to validate experimental results
but also allows to go where no
one had gone before, espe-

© LUPM (CNRS/Université de Montpellier)

Dahbia Talbi, director of research at CNRS (Laboratoire
Univers et Particules de Montpellier), and her team intend
precisely to understand how the
molecules included in the interstellar ice move and interact before turning into more complex
molecules.

cially at temperatures as low as
at least 100°K. On the contrary,
experimentation is just as important for guiding our simulations
in the right direction”, Dahbia
Talbi underlined.
This work has been in particular
performed in the context of the
thesis realised by Pierre Ghesquière in the field of astrophysics
and the results have been issued
in various reference publications
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of the domain in 2014 and 2015.
It opens various opportunities, in
particular for studying ‘on routine’ these reactions on bigger
systems.

MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/astrophysics
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GENOMICS

CURIE
8 million core hours

Under the ocean
Analysing the genome,
meaning all the genetic material, of plankton samples collected in all Earth’s seas by
the so-called scientific expedition Tara Oceans at the end of
its world tour in 938 days, it is
the task of researchers from
Genoscope, the French national
center for sequencing under the
CEA. Composed of drifting organisms such as animals, plants,
algae, viruses and bacteria, the
plankton represents 80% single-cell organisms appeared on
Earth 2.7 billion years ago. And,
above all, it plays a crucial role
in Earth’s main biogeochemical
cycles (oxygen, carbon and nitrogen). That is to say the importance to know how planktonic populations reacts to
climate changes.

more than 47% present some
similarities with already known
proteins. 8 million core hours
were necessary in 2015 to perform these comparisons.
By characterizing DNA and messenger RNA (used for protein
synthesis) present in the specimens, the scientist intends to
get a genomics description of
what they contain but also the
function of each of their genes
and of the impact of their environment. “It is the first time
that the metagenomics of these

particular species is being done
at such a scale”, the researcher
added.
The results of this work has been
published in Science in 2015 and
an article is under preparation
for Nature.

MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/biology

Graphic representation
of the genes recorded
in the catalogue.

117 million genes
to compare

© Tara Océans

© Genoscope

In this context, “we have built a
first catalogue of genes coming
from 441 specimens collected by
68 sampling stations (out of the
210 realized during the whole
expedition) located in the Atlantic, Pacific, Antarctic and Indian
oceans, as well as in Mediterranean and in the Red Sea”, Éric
Pelletier, researcher at Genoscope, said. This catalogue has
been progressively implemented: it records today 117 million
genes, of which only a little bit

Snapshot of the Tara Oceans expedition
during its world tour in 938 days.
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MAIN SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE YEAR

FLUID DYNAMICS

CURIE/ADA/TURING/OCCIGEN
8.7 million core hours

© CORIA

Reduced pollution

Nitrogen monoxide and
dioxide (known as NOx) are atmospheric pollutants that have
very negative impacts on health
and environment, by contributing to form of acid rains, render
soil eutrophic or even create
ozone. NOx can come from natural sources such as lightning or
volcanism but they are mainly
produced by human activities,
transportation as well as manufacturing industry.
Concluded in December 1999,
the Gothenburg Protocol commits 27 European countries, including France, to reduce by
50% their NOx emissions by
2020. In this context, the work
of Benjamin Farcy under the supervision of Pascale Domingo
and Luc Vervisch (CORIA in
Rouen), is thus of much importance: Improving NOx destruction
by SNCR process (Selective Non
Catalytic Reduction) in incinera-

tors used in the nylon and polyamides industry.
The research team has reproduced a very large incinerator,
comprising injection of various
gas and sprays at different levels. “These large-eddy simulations (LES) led us to tackle at
least two challenges. The first
consists in the size of the system
to simulate, of an order of ten
meters when the spatial resolution should be inferior to a millimeter. The second concerns the
complexity of the process from
both an aerodynamic and physical-chemical point of view”, Pascale Domingo said.

A “reduced-order model”
of the complete system
available on a digital tablet
For the first time in the world,
two simulations of this kind of
operating systems, comprising each 160 million elements,
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Simulation, with a resolution
of 150 microns, of the destruction of
nitrogen monoxide and dioxide in
an incinerator: view of the turbulent
structures and drops colored by the
variation of temperature.

have been performed with the
YALES2 code. They have given
researchers the ability to reproduce in details the destruction
of NOx in the incinerator and led
them to develop a “reduced-order model” of the complete system, available on a digital tablet and usable by operators for
monitoring the installation.
This research work has been
very recently published in the
reference journals of the field.

MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/fluid-mechanics
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS

CURIE
1.2 million core hours

Safer reactors
A reactor with the best
safety standards to demonstrate
sustainable management of nuclear material resource and radioactive waste... It is the specification of ASTRID, the technology
demonstrator at industrial scale
currently investigated by the
CEA. This innovative reactor
prefigures the next generation
of nuclear plants, belonging to
the sodium-cooled fast neutrons
reactor line (RNR-Na).
Making these reactors as safe
as possible requires in particular
to know precisely their behavior
should a major accident occur.
It is exactly the everyday life of
the research team from the Laboratoire de Physique et de Modélisation des Accidents graves

(LPMA) of CEA in Cadarache, in
the South of France.

An ambitious objective...
“Modelling a major accident,
from its initial phase to the severe and global deterioration
of the core of the reactor, is an
ambitious objective”, Laurent
Trotignon and Pierre Gubernatis, researchers at LPMA, said.
“Because there is at work the
coupling, at different scales, of
many phenomena: thermalhydraulics, multiphase physics (sodium, steel, nuclear fuel under
liquid and/or vapor state), neutronics and mechanics”.

... An appropriate response
For working on this very complex physics, thus better describ-

MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/physics

© CEA

Simulation of an unprotected loss-of-flow accident (ULOF).
From left to right: axial and radial sections of the reactor, its core and of a group
of fuel assembly being deteriorated (blue: liquid sodium; green: liquid steel;
red and pink: liquid fuel or in the form of particles; black: structures; grey: fuel,
neutron protections).

ing and quantifying the whole
phenomena that could affect the
core of the reactor, “the need of
supercomputers is imperative”,
the researchers underlined. They
perform their simulations with
a new computation workflow,
called SEASON and developed
within the framework of an international cooperation, including
in particular the Japan Atomic
Energy Agency (JAEA). Their final goal: To improve the robustness of the safety demonstration
for RNR-Na and to assess the
performance of prevention and
mitigation systems foreseen in
ASTRID, as for example devices
directing molten fuel towards a
core catcher.
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MAIN SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE YEAR

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

CURIE
1.7 million core hours

At the heart of cellular function
Interactions between proteins and the famous double
helix of DNA are at the heart of
cellular function. Proteins are responsible for compacting DNA
into chromosomes, for repairing
damaged DNA, for copying DNA
during cell division, and for driving its transcription into RNA.
Crucially, proteins also control
which genes will be active at any
given moment in any given cell.
How proteins recognize their
binding sites on DNA, amongst

millions or billions of potential
sites along the genome, is thus
an important question.
A first answer to this question
has come from understanding
that the DNA base sequence
(the arrangement of the four
bases: A, T, G and C) changes
the structural and mechanical
properties of the double helix.
“Molecular simulations have significantly contributed to this dis-

covery by creating the only available comprehensive database of
sequence effects on the structure and dynamics of the double
helix”, Richard Lavery, director
of research at CNRS (Institut de
biologie et chimie des protéines
in Lyon), said. Carried out in the
context of an international consortium of laboratories (the Ascona B-DNA Consortium), their
work has led to a reliable prediction of the behavior of a given
fragment of DNA.

An unexpected answer
Examples of protein-DNA complexes being studied.
Proteins are shown as grey ribbons while DNA is colored to indicate
its base sequence (G: blue, C: green, A: red, T: orange).
The DNA backbones are emphasized with red ribbons.

Simulations have also led to another unexpected answer: “Protein-DNA interfaces turn out
to be dynamic and, at least for
some proteins, experimentally
observed binding sequences
are the time-averaged result of
multiple bound conformations,
rather than of a single conformation”. This finding helps
to explain how proteins can
quickly locate their ideal binding sites.
“These simulations, which are
the new target of the ABC laboratories, require supercomputer
resources since they can involve
up to 500,00 atoms and must
cover microsecond-scale trajectories”, he added.

© IBCP

MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/health
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SEISMOLOGY

OCCIGEN
400,000 core hours

Under the mantle

Imaging as accurately
as possible the interior
of Earth’s mantle
Here, the use of high performance computing is paramount:
“It is a question of imaging as accurately as possible the interior
of Earth’s mantle, from its top to
its lower layers, by using seismic
waves that propagate inside our
planet”, she explained.

© French et Romanowicz, Nature, 2015

It is a travel into the depths
of our planet that is awaiting
us, more exactly into its mantle, this intermediate layer between Earth’s core and crust.
The mantle represents a little bit
more than 80% Earth’s volume
and around 65% mass. All this
to say it is an important topic
for researchers, such as Barbara
Romanowicz from the Institut
de physique du globe de Paris
(IPGP) and the University of California, Berkeley. Her objective: A
better understanding of the internal structure and dynamics of
Earth’s mantle, the movements
of which explain plate tectonics
and continental drift.

Vertical cross sections across the Earth’s mantle in the vicinity of prominent
hotspot volcanoes (indicated by green triangles). The cross-sections show lateral
variations of shear wave velocity (in percent of global average at each depth),
which is roughly a proxy for temperature (hotter regions are manifested by lower
than average shear velocities, i.e. they appear in red). Broken lines are drawn
at depths of 400, 660 and 1000 km. Until recently, the presence of plume-like
structures beneath major hotspots was suggested, but the depth extent of these
plumes was not unequivocally resolved. Such vertically oriented plume-like
low velocity conduits are present under nearly 20 major hotspots in the world.

To achieve this, the research
team has developed a global
model of the entire Earth’s mantle. And it has been a tremendous work: “10 years were necessary to build it but it is now
the first of the kind”, she underlined.

of the mantle, at the boundary
with Earth’s core and is not directly related to the diverging or
converging motions of tectonic
plates. Scientists have also been
able to link these columns of hot
material to twenty-some hot
volcanoes around the world.

Thanks to their model, Barbara
Romanowicz and her team have
confirmed that “hotspot” volcanism is due to columns of hot
material rising from the depths

These calculations have mobilised GENCI’s resources and also
those of the National Energy Research Scientific Center (NERSC) in the US. They are a first
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step towards the development
of a “numerical telescope” which
will be used by the research
team to zoom into some particular areas of Earth’s mantle.

MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/environment

MAIN SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE YEAR

ALGORITHMICS

CURIE/TURING/OCCIGEN
1 million core hours

Augmented reality
The use of 3D imaging is
growing fast in many fields, such
as the remote sensing of environments, with the direct receipt
of 3D geometries at more and
more accurate levels. Coupled
to in-situ observations, it produces increasingly voluminous
data and so hard to manage
with classic computers that it
becomes essential to represent
them compactly and operably.
Here high performance computing plays a key role: it allows to
reduce these so-called massive
data through adapted meshes,
in particular for realizing realistic
numerical simulations.

This is the objective of the
Real2HPC project, carried out
by Hugues Digonnet, researcher
at the Institut de calcul intensif
of the Ecole Centrale de Nantes.
Started in 2015, this project aims
to conceive a tool for building
a mesh able to compile, exactly
and in a reusable format, real
massive data, in 2D or in 3D.
But conceiving such a tool is
far from being as simple as it
seems: “Our mesh has to be able
to adapt itself, before the calculation, to the configurations it
will perform and then, dynamically, to distribute them in an
optimized way on the computing cores regarding the calculation times. We need also to push
forward the calculation methods
for adapting them to the amount

of data and, finally, to take into
account the post-treatment, especially the graphic processing”,
Hugues Digonnet explained.
For these large-scale computations, one million core hours
were used in GENCI’s resources.
They concerned in particular
the calculation of urban environments - a first step towards
the simulation of dynamic flows,
heat transfer or even dispersion
of pollutants.

MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/urban-planning

© Ecole Centrale de Nantes

3D reconstruction of a neighborhood of Nantes obtained
by a scan of an existing image at the Château des Ducs
de Bretagne and realized by the Institut de recherche
en sciences et techniques de la ville (IRSTV).
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS

CURIE/ADA/TURING/OCCIGEN
29.9 million core hours

Particles on the grid
describing these systems because the equations integrate a
very high number of atoms, thus
a very high number of variables”,
he said.

el

Thanks to a total of 30 million core hours awarded on all
GENCI’s resources in 2015, his
research group draws on the algorithms it developed for simulating different “exotic” proprieties of these materials, in
particular magnetic and

superconducting ones, at very
low temperature. The results of
their studies have been published in several articles in the
reference reviews of the field.

Né
B
el

Né
A

In the field of solid-state
physics, the behavior of strongly correlated systems is a topic
of much interest from both a
theoretical and experimental
point of view. Indeed, these
materials have some specific
electronic properties: the electrons located on the outer layer
are so strongly linked with their
atom that, in order to move, a
considerable energy is needed
while, in usual materials, they
can move almost freely. At low
temperature, these strongly
correlated systems can behave
as insulators, with remarkable
magnetic properties, or even
as superconductors, meaning
transferring electricity without
any loss of energy.

© S. Capponi and A. Läuchli Phys. Rev. B 92, 085146 (2015)

B
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Theoretical models
developed for predicting these properties are well known. The
equations that apply to
the behavior of electrons
are simple but solving them
analytically is tricky if not impossible because it has to be
done without any approximation. Hence the need of using
numerical simulation: it is the
core work of Sylvain Capponi,
researcher at the Laboratoire
de physique théorique (LPT) of
the Institut de recherche sur les
systèmes atomiques et moléculaires complexes (IRSAMC) in
Toulouse. “High performance
computing is necessary for

Né

The need
of using numerical
simulation

Particles (in red) being put in order
of charge on a honeycomb grid.
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MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/physics

MAIN SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE YEAR

ELECTROCHEMISTRY

OCCIGEN
400,000 core hours

More efficient batteries
The increasing development of electric vehicles and of
nomadic devices such as laptops,
digital tablets and smartphones
forces to get more and more efficient autonomous sources of
energy. Lithium batteries, that
appeared at the beginning of
the 90’s, were a real revolution
at the time because of their energy density and their lifetime
but, while being widely used today, their technology is limited
in terms of capacity, delivered
power and safety.
All that to underline the necessity to improve existing materials or to conceive new ones for
extending battery life or even to
develop other types of battery
such as sodium or manganese
batteries. It is the subject of the
work carried out by Mouna Ben
Yahia and the Chimie théorique,
méthodologies et modélisation
team, at the Institut Charles Gerhardt in Montpellier: “We intend
to understand the limitations of
current materials by analysing
their electronic structure in link
with the study of their thermodynamic and vibrational properties”, Mouna Ben Yahia said.
This approach helped the researchers to identify the origin
of the low capacity and the instability of some materials in
order to improve them and/
or to explore new ones. As an
example, for the first time, they
recently discovered the origin
of the Raman modes obtained

© Institut Charles Gerhardt

Conceiving new materials

Visualisation of the main vibration modes of LNMO.

in-situ during the electrochemical process and linked them to
the structural and electronic
properties of LiMixMn1-X02 (Lithium-Nickel-Manganese-Oxygen
or LNMO) that presents a an
interesting electrochemical potential.
Realised within the French network on electrochemical energy storage and in collaboration
with a team from the Institut
Paul-Scherrer in Switzerland,
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the result of these time consuming studies will be published, in
2016, in an article under preparation.

MORE INFO

http://genci.fr/en/articles-categories/materials
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GOVERNANCE
The governance of GENCI takes the form of a Council and various technical bodies.
The Council acts as a General Meeting. It represents the partners collectively and is where
the major decisions are made (budget, strategic orientations).
The Council of GENCI met four times in 2015.
In carrying out its work, the Council receives support in expertise of the following bodies:
THE COMITÉ CONSULTATIF
ADMINISTRATIF ET FINANCIER
(CCAF)
Consisting of representatives
of the partners, in relation to
all financial and administrative
matters.

THE COMMISSION
DES MARCHÉS
Consisting of experts of public
contracts, which must be
consulted for any procedures
involving competitive tendering
because of the public funding
involvement in GENCI.

THE GROUPE
TECHNIQUE
Consisting of representatives
of the partners, for technical
matters.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The main funding of GENCI comes from its partners, in proportion of their shares in the civil company
structure. In addition to these contribution, GENCI receives other budget allocations for its involvement
in various European projects including PRACE (see page 18).
In 2015, GENCI’s budget amounted to €30 million. Operation of its supercomputers was the main
expenditure item in 2015.

TEAM
On 31 December 2015, with Catherine RIVIÈRE as CEO, GENCI has a team of 12 people.
NATIONAL RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
Jean-Philippe PROUX, COO
Stéphane REQUENA, CTO
Éric BOYER
Thomas PALYCHATA
Arnaud VALOIS
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EUROPEAN
PROJECTS
Maud LORET
Philippe SEGERS
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CIVIL
COMPANY
Laetitia BAUDIN, CCO
Edouard BRUNEL, CFLO
Maïté CAMPEAS
Annabel TRUONG

GENCI IN A NUTSHELL

Membership of the Council of GENCI at 31 December 2015
Council Chair: Catherine RIVIÈRE, CEO of GENCI
State representatives: Pascal FOUILLAT, chef du Service de la stratégie en recherche et innovation au ministère de l’Éducation
nationale, de l’enseignement supérieur et de la recherche (MENESR/DGRI), and Eric GRÉGOIRE, conseiller scientifique
au ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’enseignement supérieur et de la recherche (MENESR/DGESIP).
CEA representatives: Maria FAURY, directeur adjoint des Sciences de la matière (CEA/DSM), and Christophe BÉHAR,
directeur de l’Énergie nucléaire (CEA/DEN). CNRS representatives: Michel BIDOIT, directeur de l’Institut national des
sciences informatiques et de leurs interactions (CNRS/INS2I), and Denis VEYNANTE, chargé de mission “calcul”. Universities
representatives: Daniel ÉGRET, président honoraire de l’Observatoire de Paris, and François GERMINET, président de l’Université
de Cergy-Pontoise. Inria representative: François SILLION, directeur général délégué à la science. Invited representative
of the ministère de l’Économie, de l’industrie et du numérique: Fabien TERRAILLOT, chef du Bureau logiciel à la Direction
générale des entreprises (DGE). State economic and financial supervision function: Jean-Claude PERREL, contrôleur d’État.

Membership of the Comité consultatif administratif et financier of GENCI
at 31 December 2015
State representative: Sylvie AMBLARD, chargée d’études au Département de la gestion et du pilotage budgétaires des
programmes à la DGRI (MENESR/DGRI). CEA representative: Patrick GUYARD, directeur financier adjoint. CNRS representative:
Cynthia SAYEGH, Coordination et programmation des TGIR/IR (Direction de la stratégie financière, de l’immobilier et de la
modernisation). Universities representative: Michel DELLACASAGRANDE, ancien directeur financier de l’Éducation nationale.

Membership of the Commission des marchés of GENCI at 31 December 2015
State representatives: Philippe AJUELOS, chef de la Mission des achats du ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’enseignement
supérieur et de la recherche, and Sylvie AMBLARD, chargée d’études au Département de la gestion et du pilotage budgétaires
des programmes à la DGRI (MENESR/DGRI). CEA representatives: Laurence GASSE, Service commercial du CEA/Saclay,
and Thibault PELLETIER, Direction des achats et partenariat stratégique. CNRS representatives: Gwendoline JOLY-JAGOT,
chef du Bureau de la réglementation à la Direction des affaires juridiques, and Olivier BÉRARD, directeur délégué aux Achats et
à l’innovation. Universities representatives: Michel DELLACASAGRANDE, ancien directeur financier de l’Éducation nationale, and
Mathieu GENDRON, directeur du numérique pour l’Éducation nationale and Chair of the Commission des marchés for two years.

Membership of the Groupe technique of GENCI at 31 December 2015
State representative: Laurent CROUZET, conseiller au ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’enseignement supérieur
et de la recherche. CEA representatives: Christophe CALVIN, Direction des programmes et des partenariats publics
(CEA/DRF/D3P) and Jacques DAVID, coordinateur PRACE/GENCI/HPC pour la Direction de l’énergie nucléaire (CEA/DEN).
CNRS representatives: Michel DAYDÉ, délégué scientifique de l’Institut national des sciences informatiques et de leurs interactions
(CNRS/INS2I) en charge des grilles de calcul et du HPC, and Denis GIROU, directeur de l’Idris. Universities representative:
Francis DAUMAS, directeur du Cines. Inria representatives: Frédéric DESPREZ, directeur scientifique adjoint en charge
du domaine « Réseaux, systèmes et services, calcul distribué », and Jean ROMAN, directeur scientifique adjoint auprès
de la Direction de la recherche en charge du domaine « Mathématiques appliquées, calcul et simulation ».
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